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This heavily illustrated book featuring the world's greatest painters is an excellent introduction for
young readers to artists and their works.Whether it’s Leonardo da Vinci’s mysterious Mona Lisa,
Vermeer’s vibrant depictions of light, Van Gogh’s mesmerizing brush strokes, or Matisse’s playful
cutouts, the art featured here is introduced in a format and style that will appeal to children. The
book proceeds chronologically, accompanied by a timeline to offer helpful historical context.
Each artist’s entry includes a concise biography, beautiful reproductions of major works, and
lively texts that speak directly to young readers. Games, quizzes and other activities help
readers learn about the significant contributions of each artist in a way that is both fun and
inspiring. Additional information about museums, suggestions for further reading, and online
resources will satisfy the most curious minds.

About the series "Each book in this kid-friendly series showcases 13 notable artists or
architects; important works (from bridges to Sculpture); or movements within the fields of art,
fashion, and architecture. These comprehensive, visually appealing books are international in
scope and always intelligently written."—BooklistFrom the Inside FlapThis heavily illustrated
book featuring the world's greatest painters is an excellent introduction for young readers to
artists and their works.From the Back CoverThis heavily illustrated book featuring the world's
greatest painters is an excellent introduction for young readers to artists and their works.Read
more
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Leslie Iris, “Ages 12, 8 & 5 all Loved it & Read It! Wow!. Art is in our DNA & we’ve encouraged
our kids & grandkids to paint and Learn about significant artists. Their favorites are covered here
& they all ate it up & then painted for days. Shelby, 8, had a class on Georgia O’Keefe - this gave
her paintings to copy. My 12 yo grandson saw the contemporary paintings w bold colors & lines
& that has got him stepping out some from his animation work. My 5 go’s eyes light up & even
he was able to copy the pictures he liked. It’s hard to find books to stimulate trying new looks but
this did. We read it to William (5) & he asked lots of good questions. We had some great
conversations. This helps develop a love for Art Appreciation that will be lifelong. Encourage
them to play! It is a great outlet - you can paint your feelings at any age.We do this as children
happily — we should Never stop doing it!”

A. Looby, “Things you should know about this book.... First off, I bought this for art lessons for my
homeschooled son. I feel it's important for kids to have a background in very basic art. We watch
a lot of Little Einsteins and that has helped get him interested in major artists. This book has
several familiar paintings from the show and that will be neat for him to see.However...for those
of you who don't want your children seeing nudity, beware. There are a few paintings with
"exposed parts". I'm not a prude, but my 5 year old doesn't need to see these. Luckily, there are
enough other paintings that I can skip these pages and he shouldn't notice.The actual book is
well made and arranged. Each artist has a time line of things that happened during their life and
lots of personal information about the artist. There are several examples of each artists most
famous works. There are suggestions for further research and a glossary with important
words.Here's who's covered in the book: da Vinci, Vermeer, Monet, Rousseau, Cassatt, van
Gogh, Matisse, Paul Klee, Franz Marc, Picasso, Chagall, Kahlo and Warhol.I'm kinda thinking
about taking it when we're done and making a mosaic out of the paintings in the book for his
room.”

Linda, “Kids need to know about art!. I ordered this for myself when I was going to sub in the art
room. I loved it so much that I ordered one for each of my great nieces and nephews and
grandchildren. I love it!”

Veggie, “Great Series. I like this series, they're interesting to read and very colorful. My only
complaint is that occasionally they will headline an artist on the right side of the page but
meanwhile the artist and their work starts on the left side of the page. It's a bit confusing when
you turn a page and think that you're continuing to read about the previous artist. One other
issue with this particular book in the series is under Frida Kahlo, it reads, "Children: Frida Kahlo
would have loved to have had children, but she was unable to have any". Wikipedia indicates
otherwise - that she had at least two abortions.”



books-aholic60, “Captivates my 9-year-old. My daughter takes an art class and loves to draw. I
bought this book for Christmas and she just rolled her eyes. But we read about one artist an
evening. The information tidbits about the artist are very interesting and one of their major works
described. Each artist gets about 2-3 pages, just enough to interest my daughter but not
overwhelm her. And I have learned as well! I recommend this book for budding artist who
should know about the major artist and their contributions to the history of art.  Excellent book.”

Maria M., “Not boring at all. Very easy to read, no boring at all, the fun facts keep my kid
interested in learning more and searching further on the artists. Good for beginners to love art
even if they do not have any related talents.”

JoGansel, “Home learning booster. My 8 year old daughter started showing interest in famous
paintings and painters during lockdown. This book was perfect to give her extra knowledge. She
had numerous attempts on painting pictures from the book as well. Good intro into art of
painting.”

shoppaholic, “Great introduction to art for children. Bought for 9years old girl who absolutely
loves art as a way to engage her reading. Worked a treat! She loves learning about each artist
their paintings.”

RR Waller, “A great list from which to start.. Ask any group fo people interested in art to select
thirteen artists about whom to write a book and they will probably not provide the same list (and
this would not be mine) but this is not a bad selection.”

J Williams, “great. fantastic book for kids to learn about art”

L, “Very good book for introducing art to children.. A very good book full of interesting
information, that is quite engaging for children.”

The book by Angela Wenzel has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 377 people have provided feedback.
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